Forum Communique

Forum Communique
The Queensland Government and Queensland tourism industry have committed to a continued partnership approach to
advance tourism in Queensland and grow jobs.
Through this partnership we will:
•

Invest time, money and effort in meeting the expectations of visitors;

•

Excel in delivering exceptional experiences; and

•

Grow jobs in the tourism industry, boost visitor expenditure and lift profitability of tourism businesses.

At the 2015 DestinationQ Forum, government came together with industry to debate the challenge of converting
aspiration to visitation through the eyes of consumers. Delegates learnt from new research and insights, discussed the
implications for Queensland and prioritised strategies to win with consumers.

This communique details key points from the keynote presentations and delegate deliberations about how to create,
deliver and sustain an exceptional guest experience and meet our conversion challenge.
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Forum Inputs –
Keynote Presentations

Forum Research
In 2015, we built on the insights and learnings from previous DestinationQ forums to drive our efforts further. Our long
term plan and commitment to excellence provided the foundation and context for our discussions. We continued to
strive to deliver experiences that exceed our guests’ expectations – to take Queensland from good to great to one of a
kind in the minds of our guests.
Our challenge this year was about conversion – Australia is the number one dream destination but the 25 th most visited
destination according to TripAdvisor’s Global Travel Economy Report. The 2015 forum focused on improving our
understanding of the different touchpoints along the visitor journey to identify ways we can influence consumer travel
choices to ‘think Queensland’.
To create, deliver and sustain an exceptional guest experience and meet our conversion challenge, the forum explored
issues of quality, innovation and connectivity. By creating a compelling Promise and delivering on it at every touchpoint
of the guest’s travel journey, we can create a guest experience that inspires others to visit Queensland.

The following slides summarise the key points from the research presented by each keynote speaker.

New consumer insights

Forum Outcomes –
Masterclass discussions

Forum Masterclasses
In a suite of concurrent masterclass sessions, delegates had the opportunity to take a deep dive into a specific focus
area to respond to the barriers and enablers and create growth:
•
•
•
•
•

Unlocking the potential of the Asia market
Enhancing tourism and transport systems to provide a seamless visitor journey
Using digital channels to drive business
Developing innovative experiences, starting with the Great Barrier Reef
Exceeding expectations through a GUEST philosophy

Delivering exceptional guest experiences requires practical effort at all consumer touchpoints. The forum identified
tools, tips and techniques for delegates to apply in their business, destination and industry.
The following slides summarise the outcomes prioritised by delegates in each masterclass. These “Strategies to
advance Queensland tourism” represent the outcomes of the discussions in the masterclasses as presented to the
forum in the concluding session.

Unlocking the potential of the Asia market
The lessons and ideas that the masterclass delegates identified as part of the workshop
included:
•
To close the conversion gap experiences in Queensland need to be:
•
Relevant and
•
Realistic (bite sized)
•
Relationships are key
•
Aussie Specialist Program re launch
•
Future priorities:
•
Develop more focussed, fashionable and up-to-date itineraries
•
Form strong relationships with all stakeholders (industry, RTOs, TEQ and TA) both in
Australia and in-market; and
•
Collaborate to achieve outcomes
Information contained on this
slide represents the views of
industry delegates at 2015
DestinationQ Forum

Enhancing tourism and transport systems
to provide a seamless visitor journey
The lessons and ideas that the masterclass delegates identified
as part of the workshop included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Doing okay, but some things to improve
Single national integrated public transport ticketing platform
Free wi-fi for improved access to transport information
Better (big) data on users to inform planning and investment
Invest in the i information network for gateway experience
Partnerships to upgrade driver education/awareness/compliance
Harness ‘Sharing Economy’ to enhance existing transport
Information contained on this
slide represents the views of
industry delegates at 2015
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Using digital channels to drive business

The lessons and ideas that the masterclass delegates identified as part of the workshop included:
• Develop collaborative content strategies that engage the consumer and enable sharing at local, regional,
state and national levels
• Engage communities and travelers to surface itineraries and suggestions to encourage regional travel in
Queensland
• Provide content that encourages seamless booking of all elements of a holiday from all stages of the travel
purchase cycle
• Enable free wi-fi sharing at Queensland’s most bragable ‘selfie spots’
• Develop industry education program that increase digital capability
HERO EXPERIENCES
MEASURABILITY
Information contained on this slide
represents the views of industry
delegates at 2015 DestinationQ Forum

Developing innovative experiences,
starting with the Great Barrier Reef
The lessons and ideas that the masterclass delegates identified
as part of the workshop included:
1.

World-class underwater built infrastructure

2.

Clear policy on water quality

3.

Global brand – the world’s GBR

4.

Talk about how tourism adds value to the GBR

Information contained on this
slide represents the views of
industry delegates at 2015
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Exceeding expectations through a GUEST
philosophy
The lessons and ideas that the masterclass delegates identified as part of the workshop included:
• The G.U.E.S.T. Philosophy must be imbedded into the Queensland ‘Promise’
• What we need to do next with the G.U.E.S.T. Philosophy:
•
Must be supported long term
•
A partnership between Governments, Industry, QTIC & RTOs
•
Tourism leads but must involve the whole community
•
Leverage the ‘Embracing 2018 Quality Service’ program
•
VICs & Volunteers
•
Start in schools
•
An authentic Indigenous welcome
•
G.U.E.S.T. starts ‘at home’
•
Measure success!
Information contained on this
slide represents the views of
industry delegates at 2015
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Forum Outcomes –
Next Steps

Next steps
The 2015 DestinationQ Forum is only one step in our journey to deliver the Promise to our guests and inspire others to visit
Queensland. Ongoing effort by individuals, businesses, associations and government at all levels is vital to sustain the outcomes
of the forum.
With the wholehearted support of government, industry leaders and tourism operators, together we will tackle the challenge of
converting aspiration into visitation. The forum outcomes will be further explored and used to inform a number of government and
industry strategies including a new Advancing Tourism Plan to be released 2016.
Destination engagement
After the forum, DTESB in partnership with TEQ and QTIC will take DestinationQ on the road. Through a series of events in each
Queensland tourism region, delegates and organisers of the forum will share the insights, lessons and outcomes with others in the
industry. The practical tactics, tools and techniques identified to grow Queensland tourism also will be available to everyone in the
industry via the DestinationQ website (www.destq.com.au).
DestinationQ app
The DestinationQ app will continue to be used after the forum and remains a valuable resource for forum delegates. The postforum survey will be distributed via the app and is an important source of feedback for the event organisers. Future destination
engagement activities will also utilise the DestinationQ app to distribute information and keep delegates up to date. The
DestinationQ app can be downloaded from the Apple or Google Play app stores at any time.

